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GUARANTEE CONDITIONS for RPM LOGHOUSES 

Dear Client, 

With our co-operation we succeeded to finish nice and elegant log house.  
From long ago we know that the particularity of log construction is its settlement or “sitting” 
within two years. To keep the house in good condition and to have the house looking good 
after many years following regulation works have to be done by client: 

Vertically standing pillars have to be lowered by using regulating bolts (pos no. 141) 
until the log wall which is leaning on it is on plumb line (drawing RPM-TTE 17-03). 

The logs which are leaning on the brick (stone) wall have to be lowered using 
regulating bolts (pos. no. 141) until the log wall which is leaning on it is on plumb line 
(drawing RPM-TTE 17-04). 

Screw bars (pos. no. 149) in the log walls have to be tight. The bars have to be trim! 
(drawing RPM-TTE 17-02 do not brake the screw bars!!!). 

The above-mentioned regulating works have to be done in following order: 

First month after the house is finished – every week. 
Second month after the house is finished – every second week. 
On third month and after – when needed. 

Vertically standing walls have to be always on plumb line and screw bars have to be tight!! 

The regulating works do not pertain under the guarantee. These works have to be done by a 
client! 

The regulating of doors and windows does pertain under the guarantee. 

By settlement of the house some doors or windows may move from its original spot. Together 
with doors and windows the client will get special regulating wrench. If You can not regulate 
the doors and windows yourself, the assembling company can do it for You.  

The guarantee is valid if the Customer, additionally to the above-mentioned 

works, is painting the house twice with special timber paint, within the 

guarantee time (five years). 

For additional information please contact the producer. 






